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I hope the summer months treated you and your family very well and you have settled
into your routine for the fall. To all the farmers .. I hope you had a successful and safe
harvest despite the weather challenges many throughout the province experienced this
year. Speaking of challenges ... After a prolonged period of relatively low volatility and
steady growth, financial markets have become moderately unsettled.
In recent weeks, stock markets have declined while investments considered to be "safe
havens" have increased in value, including developed market government bonds and the
V.S. dollar. Investor concerns have focused on a slowdown of the pace of economic
growth in markets like China, Japan and Europe, the continued conflict in the Middle
East and the winding down of the V.S. Federal Reserve's economic stimulus plan, which
could lead to higher interest rates.
Markets began to turn lower in September, resulting in uneven results for the third
quarter (July 1 - Sept 30). The Canadian dollar and stock market were affected by
weakness in the resource sectors, as the price of oil and other commodities dropped in
response to downgraded expectations for global growth. After hitting a new high on
September 3, the S&P/TSX Composite Index went on to post a modest drop of 0.6% for
the quarter. In the V.S., the S&P 500 Index moved above the 2,000 mark before losing
momentum and finishing the three-month period with a gain of 1.1% in V.S. dollar terms
and 6.2% in Canadian dollars, the difference reflecting the weakness in the Canadian
currency. Globally, the MSCI World Index was 2.1% lower in V.S. dollars, but was up
2.8% for the quarter in Canadian dollars.
The Canadian bond market, meanwhile, posted an overall gain of 1.1% during the third
quarter, with higher-quality issues such as federal government bonds leading other
segments of the market.
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However, stock markets continued to lose value in the first two weeks of October, with
economic data from Europe one of the factors disappointing investors. While these
market movements have resulted in worrying headlines in the business press, I would like
to help put the numbers in perspective.
Even with the recent declines, the Canadian and U.S. stock markets were still positive for
the one-year period (as of October 15), and the S&P 500 has risen more than 175% from
its bottom in March 2009. In addition, the broad U.S. stock market had not had a market
correction, which is a drop of more than 10%, since October 2011. Such a long period of
stability is, in fact, unusual for stock markets, and we should not be surprised by higher
levels of volatility from time to time.
While no one can predict how prices will move in the short term, there are a number of
factors that remain supportive of markets, including low interest rates, strong corporate
earnings, stable housing prices and a strengthening North American economy. Case in
point, the U.S. economy grew at an impressive annual rate of 4.6% in the second quarter
this year, and the unemployment rate fell below 6% in September for the first time since
July 2008.
I believe the best way to weather market volatility is to continue to follow our plan of
taking a longer-term view while working with well experienced and disciplined money
managers who help lower investment risks and protect capital by focusing on the "value"
we are receiving back for our investment dollar. We have chosen to work with these
money managers specifically for times when the stock markets are turbulent.
Our
managers are using this opportunity to buy pieces of quality and fiscally sound businesses
at undervalued (cheap) prices from emotional traders who's decisions are currently being
driven by fear. In the months and years to come when the opportunities arise, we will be
more than happy to sell those holdings back (at overvalued prices) to the emotional
traders when they eventually get back to feeling bulletproof.
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Again, I do not know how the stock markets will perform over the next few weeks and
months. The fact is that no one can predict market movements with any degree of
accuracy. I do know that continuing to focus on "quality" and "value" has proven to be
the best way to protect and grow investment capital over time. I can assure you that I
have done everything in my power to ensure that these powerful fundamentals have been
and will continue to be "put to work" on your behalf. I am quite happy with the
performance to date of our money managers (given current conditions) and I'm very
confident that their experience, expertise and process will continue to generate great
results for us in the future.
If you have any questions about your investments, please do not hesitate to contact me at
the office at 306-546-2533
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The information in this letter is derived from various sources, including Cl Investments, Bloomberg,
Reuters, Globe and Mail, National Post, and Financial Times. Index information was provided by TD
Newcrest, PC Bond and Yahoo! Finance. This material is providedfor general information and is subject
to change without notice. Every effort has been made to compile this material from reliable sources;
however, no warranty can be made as to its accuracy or completeness. Before acting on any of the above,
please contact me for individual financial advice based on your personal circumstances.
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